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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present the view of Intelligent Automation Inc. (IAI) as to the future development of Instructional Systems Design (ISD) when applied to Simulation Based Instruction (SBI). We call for the formalization of the SBI ISD process in a way that will achieve the separation of the ISD process from a specific simulation implementation, and address the complexity and special needs of the process. Additionally we describe a new model for instructional design that can be applied to SBI. Unlike traditional models such as ADDIE that focus on the process, our model focuses on the integration of four design elements: process, ontology, collaboration model and product description. We show how the proposed model integrates with current trends in Simulation-SCORM interoperability, as well as streamlining SBI ISD with the ISD of traditional Web-based training (WBT) used in a similar context. Our suggested approach contains a supporting business model, as well as a new class of automated ISD editors to help instructional designers plan effective simulation instruction interactions.

1. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

While the Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) was originally designed as a standard to deliver training that is static in nature to a single user on demand, it is increasingly pressured to provide for richer user experiences to both individuals and teams with training solutions that are more dynamic and software intensive in nature. As part of this trend the need arises to support the delivery and management of simulation within the SCORM infrastructure. There are two obstacles to supporting that objective: (1) There is a need to standardize flexible support for a wide array of simulation technical solutions, and (2) There is a need to better address the user experience from an instructional point of view.

In this article we address the issue of Instructional System Design for simulation. Instructional System Design (ISD) was introduced as a formal model of making decisions that support effective instruction [12]. A frequently used methodology for performing ISD is the ADDIE model (Analysis --> Design --> Development --> Implementation --> Evaluation) [13]. With the growing technological abilities of simulation technology, and growing complexity of the systems they model, there is an emerging need to enhance instruction using traditional delivery media with simulation. It is our opinion that current models
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of instructional design are inappropriate for the development of simulation-based instruction and therefore there is a need for a new approach that will capture four aspects relating to simulation usage: technological, organizational / infrastructure, business setting, and instruction delivery platform. We will refer to this new methodology as SISD (Simulation Instructional System Design). Three independent aspects prevent the current ADDIE model from being well suited or practiced in simulation-based instruction:

(1) Organizational considerations – Organizational considerations lead to situations in which instructional design is introduced late in a simulation development project when simulation decisions important for instruction have already been made. In other cases legacy simulation systems are transformed to be used for instruction, limiting the flexibility of any instructional design process.

(2) The process itself cannot address all simulation instruction needs – Current instructional design process models, such as the ADDIE model, cannot be directly applied to simulation as many of their stages are already bound by the decision to use simulation. In the same way, the separation between analysis design and implementation stages may not be as clear cut as in traditional instruction. Simulation Based Instruction (SBI) also has special requirements due to simulation being a complex system, using nonlinear advancement, and being a nondeterministic experience, thus making current ISD process models inapplicable to simulation.

(3) Linkage between the designs to specific implementations – Frequently instructional design is linked to a specific implementation in a way that diminishes the independence of the instructional design process. In these situations, the ISD process is tailored to support special characteristics of a specific simulation and may not be applicable to others.

The combination of the above three difficulties suggests that there is no common forum or organizational / business infrastructure for the development of a unified SISD doctrine, or to map the various practices of SISD available. However, at the infrastructure interoperability level, solutions are currently being developed to deliver simulation-based instruction over the web through learning management systems (LMS). The lack of a standard for SISD will become more apparent, and more problematic, as infrastructure interoperability evolves without SISD support.

We expect that as simulation based instruction will be used more through LMS, its ISD outcome and pedagogic reasoning will be explicit within the ISD package in a way that will enable instructional designers to position simulation in the context of other instruction in a pedagogically sound manner. Moreover, SBI will have some basic constructs that are shared and understood across the industry.

Our discussion here focuses on the online delivery of instruction through simulation. An important standard for online delivery of instruction and a focus of this paper is SCORM [2]. Nevertheless, many of the concepts discussed are relevant beyond consideration of SBI, and apply to standards other than SCORM. It has been demonstrated before that simulation instruction can be delivered within SCORM using a SCORM-compliant LMS [3]. It has also been demonstrated how to pedagogically integrate simulation into a rich instructional environment combining SCORM-based didactic instruction, interactive instruction, and simulation used for practice and performance assessment [4]. These and other demonstrations show the potential value of a combined solution offering Simulation-SCORM interoperability, tied together with a comprehensive pedagogical approach. The IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee (LTSC) Simulation Interface Standards and Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO) study group has started working on scoping and addressing the standardization of a technical solution. Still, there has been little community discussion to date addressing standardization and automation in the area of ISD and the pedagogy of SBI.
We begin by asserting that developing a standardized process of instructional design for SBI should be addressed independently from infrastructure interoperability issues. We will describe how instructional design should be embedded with a future infrastructure solution of online delivery and reusability within SBI, and we will explain the need for the industry to formalize the instructional design process and to treat SISD as a special case of ISD. We will then describe the main building blocks that a formal SISD process should contain. We will call for separation of the instructional design process from a specific simulation implementation. Finally, given the above considerations, we will demonstrate how automation can enhance rapid delivery of quality instruction for simulation, address the business potential of the described model, and, lastly, call for the instructional design community to take action to address the issues of instructional design and simulation.

2. DISTINCTION BETWEEN AN INSTRUCTIONAL VIEW AND AN INFRASTRUCTURE VIEW

When a standard that deals with instruction is introduced, it has to account for both infrastructure technical considerations, and pedagogic instructional issues to reach its objectives. The infrastructure considerations are technical enablers to perform the target tasks, and the pedagogic ones ensure the quality and the usefulness of the target standard from an instructional point of view, and delivery of instruction in a pedagogically sound manner. In the case of SCORM, for example, Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) chose to focus on a pedagogy-neutral solution that accounts only for infrastructure requirements. The results are that learning objects do not have embedded pedagogy or ISD metadata that is required for reuse, sequencing, and discovery of learning objects. This lack has resulted in a variety of methodologies to externally ‘inject’ pedagogy into SCORM [11]. To avoid this problem in future related developments we suggest that the effort to standardize the online delivery of instruction through simulation should include parallel technical and instructional efforts that are independent in nature, but maintain parallel links. Although the two efforts may exist in the same context, they serve different communities, have different target objectives, and are controlled by different professionals. To address the technical view, the IEEE LTSC and SISO, are hosting a study group, open to interested parties, in an effort to initiate a process that eventually will lead to a Simulation-SCORM-interoperability standard. The three primary areas of the group’s focus on an infrastructure solution to address SCORM-Simulation interoperability are:

- Addressing an infrastructure framework that will enable a simulation to be used in the context of SCORM.
- Mapping use cases, in which simulation is (or might be) used through the LMS.
- Defining taxonomies in the context of simulation.

These focus areas explicitly address technical / infrastructure needs to streamline an industry-wide standard to extend simulation to be used through the LMS. These three focus areas do not affect the internal pedagogy and instructional design of the underlying simulations.

In parallel to the important infrastructure questions, there should be an independent process to address standardization and best practices in how instructional design processes relate to SBI. The following are some questions to be addressed in this regard:

- What are the building blocks of SBI?
- What are the specifics of the instructional design process for simulation (SISD)?
- How can automation increase the quality and rapid automation of SISD?
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- How can we streamline the development and delivery process of SBI to be aligned instructionally with other traditional web based instruction?
- How can standardized SISD help instructional designers to author better instruction using simulation?
- How can a SISD standard help in the discoverability of simulation instruction, and the authoring of courses, leveraging pre – authored simulation instruction objects?
- How can instructional products that relate to simulation be reused the same way as other software components?

The outcome of this effort should be a common base for instructional designers to develop, communicate, and exchange products of SBI, across different organizations, and in different stages of the lifecycle of the SBI product.

3. OUR VIEW OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTION (AND DELIVERY IN THE CONTEXT OF SCORM)

In order to achieve an effective instructional setting for simulation and instruction through SCORM, instructional and infrastructure efforts have to work cooperatively to ensure that control methods for the web based instruction and for the simulation will fulfil both infrastructure requirements set by simulation vendors as well as instructional pedagogical standards set by the clients and content authors. Here are some of the base considerations for fulfilment of setting infrastructure and instructional solutions in the same context.

3.1 Encapsulation in a SCO-like object

It is expected that training interactions will be encapsulated in an autonomous object. This type of object will: (1) have all the technical information to launch the simulation and access and use needed resources; (2) make a communication portal available for the hosting client to send commands and retrieve reports from the underlying simulation; (3) maintain enough metadata for instructional designers to use it in a larger context; and (4) maintain an API to maintain control by the launching LMS.

3.2 Availability of instructional metadata

As of now, SCORM objects do not contain significant instructional metadata to explain the instructional planning involved in the design of the underlying interaction. We expect this issue to be addressed in the future for SCORM, but meanwhile instructional metadata will support a few objectives. (1) It will help instructional designers use simulation objects in a way that will be harmonic with other sequenced instruction. (2) It will enable instructional designers to discover simulation instruction objects using emerging storage and discovery repositories. The discovery will include pedagogical attributes as well as content. (3) If instructional information for an object is stored in a standardized manner, its attributes can be accessed automatically at runtime and manipulate interactions automatically.

3.3 Breakdown of experience into atomic “stages” analogous to SCO

Most current publications regarding the integration of SCORM and simulation create a relationship in which the simulation itself equals one SCO [5]. This approach is technically reasonable as it requires only one load of the simulation. Nevertheless, instructionally it forms problems: (1) The interaction cannot be “broken” into stages (2) SCORM cannot intervene and select a course of action if only one SCO is used. These limitations call for enabling technology and standards that will enable a simulation runtime to stay persistent as new concepts, events and layers are introduced.
3.4 New SCO definition

The definition of a SCO as an atomic unit of instruction may not be appropriate to represent the concept of a single unit of instruction in the context of SBI. The issue with SCO definition in the context of SBI is the interrelationships in the learning experience between content and context. A traditional WBT SCO is aligned within some type of sequencing, but presented independently, and always the same. A simulation atomic object may appear different depending on the context of a specific scene, and may appear together with other interacting objects with multiple permutations. Furthermore, and perhaps most importantly, it generally will not have meaning without an encapsulating context. As such, there is a need for a new definition of atomic instructional objects and their inter-relationships as they relate to SBI.

3.5 Conflicting controller’s issue

In a SCORM based environment, a simulation learning experience, has two “competing” controllers: (1) static scripted scene information set by the instructional designer; and (2) dynamic influences from external sources such as live coaches, other participants, other dynamic entities accessible through HLA or other simulation infrastructure. This situation is problematic as it causes ambiguity: With dynamic external agents, a single SCO could deliver different experiences to different users, based on a diversified dynamic environment. To address this problem we propose the use of a “task grid” that will electronically serve as an “arbiter” of responsibilities regarding control and presentation during the simulation. In general, this grid will specify which aspects of the simulation must be presented to deliver the desired instructional experience of the SCO. Other aspects of the simulation are free to vary under the control of programmed or human agents involved in the simulation. This specification is critical so that the SCO presents an equivalent instructional setting for the learner even with uncontrolled agents, and to ensure an appropriate experience for different learners.

3.6 Interaction between external content and simulation state

There can be various models of transition of control between SCORM content and simulation. The difference between the potential models lays in the level to which control is shared, from full control by the LMS to full transfer of control to the simulation. Our preference is shared control. In a shared control setting, the calling instruction (SCORM) maintains control of some areas of the screen / console, and the simulation controls dedicated parts of the screen / console. As such, together with state information that the simulation shares, the host instruction can support the user with coaching / external information that changes in way that is synchronized with the simulation state.

3.7 Repository compatibility

Simulation objects should be accessible through repositories the same way SCORM objects are. After a simulation instruction object has been authored, it can be made widely available, it can exist and be re-used in pieces smaller than a single course, it can be discovered, and it can be retrieved in standard ways.

3.8 Parallel execution of SCOs

Current SCORM infrastructure assumes SCO exclusivity of execution, that is, as one SCO is running, no other SCO can be launched prior to termination of the execution of the other, and no two SCOs can operate, deliver content, and report to the LMS at the same time. This exclusivity is enforced by the various sequencing rules, as well as by LMS implementations. Parallelism can enable teaching of various aspects, or layers of the learning material at the same time, and make possible the modelling of simulation interaction in a way that is exposable to LMS and manageable through it. It will also enable parallel control of training and simulation (for example where training delivers auxiliary information while a simulation is running). As exclusivity of execution will be a limiting factor for delivery of simulation
through LMS, we consider two different solutions: (1) We may want to maintain parallel streams of instruction running at the same time: one for the simulation and one for the hosting course, which provides satellite information, coaching and reference to the running simulation. This cannot be effectively achieved without parallelism. (2) Unlike a traditional WBT SCO that has a single focus, a simulation by definition has processes, events and concepts running in parallel. We would like to be able to add and subtract events, layers, difficulties, and attributes, where each of these may have a defined instructional goal but, as a training object, has no instructional meaning without additional context. An additional consideration would be cases in simulation where it would be desirable to introduce various unrelated events in parallel in order to assess or train users for complex, multitasking skills and complex environments. Accordingly, it would be beneficial for an infrastructure solution to address the capability of parallelism.

4. THE NEED FOR FORMALIZING INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN FOR SIMULATION

Instructional design models such as ISD, formalize the process of defining, developing, and analyzing training. If the training adheres to a model, it most likely has gone through user analysis, training analysis, technical analysis, a rigorous design process, development, and a final post-implementation evaluation. The effectiveness of a model is also subject to its use in the context where it was originally designed to be used. Such a formal model streamlines and enhances the rapid development of instruction, and enables participants from different organizations to cooperate. Several initiatives traditionally formalize standards for technical interoperability of online training. Among these organizations are ADL, IEEE, AICC, IMS, and several others. There is no ongoing effort to address the instructional design process for SBI.

4.1 Formal instructional design as a mean of communication across participating organizations

To represent the need to formalize the instructional design progress for SBI, we first describe the lifecycle of a (SCORM-based) simulation instructional package:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designed</th>
<th>Implemented by simulation vendor</th>
<th>Published in a repository</th>
<th>Discovered by course writers</th>
<th>Embedded in a course</th>
<th>Launched by LMS for a specific user</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 1: various usages of simulation instruction object

Figure 1 illustrates some of the various contexts in which a simulation instruction package is used. This requires the package to potentially be used by six distinct organizations, starting with its design and ending in its delivery to a learner. In any of these six stages, instructional design is either created or used in order to make decisions. In some contexts, the decision is made by software components at runtime rather than manually.

1. Design – Instructional designer employs instructional design methodology to create the interaction.

2. Implementation – Simulation engineering team uses the design as a formal requirement for developing activities for the simulation to deliver.

3. Publishing – When a simulation package is published, attributes of the instructional design and pedagogy are used as metadata attributes required for cataloguing purposes.
4. Discovery – Attributes that relate to the instructional design and underlying pedagogy are used when an instructional designer searches for a simulation package in a repository, to match the specific needs of a learning experience.

5. Embedding in course – When embedding in a course, the simulation must be aligned with the instruction and pedagogy embedded within the course.

6. Launching through the LMS – The end result should run the instruction and simulation in harmony. Using the same formal language, automatic query and reporting can be performed between the LMS and the simulation using formal agreed-upon constructs as objectives and skills rather than implementation specific attributes.

Training assessment and training revision – When a simulation package is assessed, its effectiveness can be assessed in comparison to the instructional design it represents. Parts of it can be edited based on changes in objectives or required skills.

As described above, in the emerging world of distributed learning, a situation in which instructional design practices are local to a specific publisher is unlikely, as a single simulation instruction package goes through many hands and across unconnected organizations. Any user of such simulation objects should have easy access to the instructional design and pedagogy embedded in the SBI package without having to know the specifics of the instructional design practices of the authoring organization.

4.2 Formal instructional design as a mean of increasing design quality

Without an alternative instructional design process that is more appropriate for simulation, instructional designers tend to apply various versions of the ADDIE, or other ISD methodologies, as much as it can apply in their design. It has been suggested before that other models may be more appropriate for simulation. Taylor for example suggested the Dick and Cary Design Model [6]. The sparsity of developers applying focused SISD process makes the unification of the process unlikely. As instruction by simulation will increase and be more accessible over public shared infrastructure, this sparsity will be more visible and will affect the community more as instructional designers will attempt to enhance instruction with simulation, or to embed simulation within instruction. There is a little written about the specifics of an appropriate instructional design process for SBI.

Unfortunately, the ADDIE model is not sufficient for SBI for the following reasons:

1. Much of the Analysis stage in the ADDIE model is geared towards the selection of interaction type. With SBI, the simulation itself has required interactions, or these interactions are built into the organizational decision making process, making the analysis stage miss its objective.

2. The separation between the Design Development and Implementation is quite clear with traditional WBT, while in simulation the boundaries between these stages are less clear. One of the reasons may be the fact that with simulation instruction some of the states of design are delegated, or performed in collaboration with engineering groups (who may be designing a functional system upon which the simulation is based) rather than solely within instructional design groups.

3. Simulations are typically designed by a larger number of people who perform different tasks than conventional WBT. The integration of their work becomes embedded as part of the instructional design process used.
4. While for WBT the design process can be seen as a sequence of stages starting from **Analysis**, and ending with **Implementation and Evaluation**, for simulation, the design process is phased across many development stages that include multiple level of abstraction, beginning with the abstract and ending with the concrete. An instructional design process for SBI should address this view of simulation design.

The gap between the ADDIE model and the requirements for designing SBI suggests that a new process should be launched to refresh and formalize the instructional design process when the instruction may benefit from using simulation.

**4.3 Automation of simulation instructional design process**

The process of developing instructional design for simulation is unique in the sense that it requires different skills and types of collaboration to be effective: (1) The number of participants is generally larger than the number of participants in other types of ISD. (2) Tasks that designers do are more inter-related with the tasks of others, such that work packages cannot be encapsulated and sent to developers as in other types of instruction development. (3) There is a large variety of roles among the people who perform SISD tasks. Each role has a different view of the project. (4) The work is performed at different levels of abstraction.

In order to manage and enable collaboration of the participants of this process, there is a need for solutions that will automate the shared effort. General purpose software solutions such as Microsoft Project can assist, but they are too general to give a comprehensive effective tool for instructional designers. In order to enable the development of this class of development and collaboration tools, the process of developing SBI should be formalized in a way that will enable these groups to collaborate in ways that are specific to their tasks, and editors to describe work products in a machine readable / writable way.

**4.4 Sharing knowledge about effective learning design**

An explicit description of instructional design constructs formally embedded in training packages will prove to be important information. This can be used in conjunction with performance data of learners, collected and analyzed across many applications, to assess the efficacy of specific designs. This will enable the industry to incrementally learn more about the effectiveness of various designs, and about their applicability to various learning contexts. Potentially, this information can aggregate into catalogues of effective learning and teaching patterns that can be communicated precisely and adapted to other contexts, problems or content [10].

**4.5 Adaptation and learning support**

Machine readable descriptions of the instructional content can be *interpreted* by software elements during runtime and give learners, teachers, and managers a useful tool to help manage and control the flow of the learning process. In the same way, automated software elements can *change the flow and attributes* of the learning experience to adapt to the specific abilities, performance and learning style of each learner. These attributes are at a higher conceptual level than the underlying simulation attributes, and therefore can be used more directly to derive information from an instructional simulation and control it.

**4.6 Reuse and upgrade**

One of the main objectives in distributed e-learning is reuse of instructional objects. Through reuse, organizations can reduce the cost of developing instruction, and clients achieve a higher return on investment. A key requirement of reuse is that an instructional object will maintain the instructional strategy and design that was initially planned by its author. The instruction-explicit design metadata
supplies future users with information as to how specific content components are related to the design, to the strategy, and to the learning objectives. Potential future developers can use this information to evaluate whether an existing instructional object under consideration is suitable for a specific purpose. This formal metadata also enables rapid forward evolution of instruction. By having annotated instruction packages, a new one can be incrementally built, relying on the content of a previous version, without requiring the full instructional design cycle from scratch.

5. OVERVIEW OF THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN FOR SIMULATION.

Traditional models of instructional design focus on describing the process as composed of a series of stages. The growing complexity of target domains, together with the richness and complexity of a simulation as a delivery platform (a simulation system) requires additional features to describe how the instructional design is done. We suggest the following four components: Ontology, Process, Collaboration model, Product representation.

These four components (which we will describe in more detail) follow the realization that the complexity of the domain, the simulation and the instruction call for intensive use of automation in the instructional design process, and that the automation should not be limited to editing, but should also encapsulate instructional / pedagogy ontology. The automation takes the form of dedicated knowledge management tools and authoring tools that build on a known ontology and manage collaboration of various types of professionals through a process, in which simulation-based instructional packages are created.

5.1 Ontology

This component of SISD deals with the basic objects SISD refers to and their relationships. It is important to distinguish here between the ontology or taxonomy of the underlying simulation and the ontology used to describe the SISD process. It has been recognized that interoperability of simulation systems requires composability of conceptual models [14]. While simulation ontology deals with events, processes, entities software and models related to the modelling that is relevant to the simulation, SISD ontology deals with the instructional process, knowledge objects, objectives, performance, and student model related to the instruction and the relationships between them. Ontology has been recognized time and time again as an important ingredient of any ISD authoring tool [8]. As authoring tools are not ‘theory aware’, they have no capacity to declaratively represent instructional design theory, nor help their users implement any theory while authoring. Without an agreed upon ontology, instructional designers do not have the tools to communicate the design or theory they want to implement to other users, or to a potential authoring tool.
As authoring tools do not have ontologies built into them, they do not support reuse of content that was developed for another purpose or system. Without a shared ontology, instructional designers find it difficult to communicate among themselves in a manner supporting effective collaboration. The definition of a shared ontology within the simulation-instruction community will facilitate collaboration in a way that will ensure that a common meaning will be given to objects and attributes, and that the same types of objects and attributes will be used in the design and development of instruction.

5.2 Process

The second component of SISD is a definition of the instructional design process. Unlike the ADDIE model in which each stage is defined by activities, here we expect stages to be defined by the output that they produce. Some of the ADDIE-like activities may shift or be shared across stages. The stages of the process themselves are geared to describing the instruction at increasing levels of detail, relying on abstract guidelines derived from the preceding stage in the process.

1. Task analysis – This step allocates all objectives of the instruction. It is performed through a cognitive task analysis or other task analysis methods. This step should describe entry and exit behaviours and skills, knowledge items, required tasks, objectives, etc. Using the result of the task analysis, a model of the expert and models of students at different stages of the learning process will be created. The models will represent abstractions of the performance and knowledge states with respect to target attributes at any stage of the learning. The representation of the models can take various forms such as a state machine, mathematic equation, case selection, decision tree, biometric attributes, some AI components, or other known methods used to describe the state of a model.

2. Drills selection – In this step, the specific tasks and objectives are broken down into drills. Each drill will have entry and exit requirements, and attributes such as time and resources and performance requirements that will be allocated to it. The specific tasks, knowledge items and requirements will be mapped to specific drills.

3. Setting design – This step deals with the specific details of the simulation setting. It contains scene requirements for the whole set of drills, as well as technical requirements for the underlying simulation. In this step the designer will describe how specific requirements of each drill will be translated into information in the scene.

4. Scene population - Once the requirements for the setting are available, instructional designers can populate the scene with specific information. We see this process mostly as editing a rich script with various layers, although, for specific simulations (for example, ones that are not interactive in runtime), there may be other ways to populate scenes with details. Again, it is important to distinguish between the instructional view of scene population, and the technical (simulation) view of scene population. For our purpose, we mean a description of object attributes and environment values that have instructional meaning. These values are independent and may be different from underlying objects that are presented in the simulation. For example, an instructional designer may break a scene down to three time blocks, each unique in its objectives or level of difficulty. These time blocks do not have any presentable meaning in the native simulation objects that the underlying simulation manages, except for the pedagogical meaning the instructional designer assigns them.

5. Assessment – In this step the instructional designers define the means for the simulation to perform assessment. This is done by applying products from previous steps: (1) The student model from the task analysis is the base for defining performance. (2) Inputs of state of objects from the design and scene population stages are linked to the model, in a way that describes a learner’s
performance state in any point of time. (3) Entry and exit behaviours described in stages 1 and 2 are defined as pass / fail standards related to the state of the student model.

6. Evaluation – As in the ADDIE model, the result of using the instruction is evaluated. We expect the effectiveness of the instruction to be evaluated at two levels (1) Reviewing the simulation apart from the context of other instruction (2) Reviewing a simulation that is embedded within a course, as a whole instructional experience.

5.3 Collaboration model
The collaboration model describes how an instructional design team works together to develop and deliver SBI. A collaboration model is a component that is not part of traditional instructional design as the variety of skills needed for standard WBT is more standard. Furthermore, the inter-relationships of the collaborators performing WBT ISD are more hierarchical, while in SBI they are more networked. A collaboration model describes the types of collaborators, their skills, and their inputs and outputs related to other collaborators. Having a grid of collaborators, skills, inputs and outputs, work packages can be arranged in order. Of course, there is a direct link between the collaboration model, process, and ontology. The inputs and outputs the collaborators exchange are described using the ontology, while the ordering of tasks follows the above described process. The relationship between these bases of SISD calls for automation of the process using a collaboration tool that manages the users, process, and product. General purpose knowledge management (KM) tools help collaborators communicate, share tasks, collaborate on a shared work space and perform quality control. In the context of instructional design, KM tools that follow a defined collaboration model can bring together instructional designers, software engineers, policy makers, and subject matter experts to address the task of transferring the model to instruction in a precise, effective manner. A collaboration model can address a fine granularity of learning objects and objectives, it can facilitate the appropriate communication to address specific tasks, and it can create constructive collaboration environments to support effective and efficient development.

5.4 Product representation
The outcome of the SISD process is a simulation instruction object. As described in Section 4, this instruction object is not only a design document, but also a formal technical description that is used in many contexts. Some previous work has been done in the field to formally describe performance requirements for simulation alone [7], however we expect efforts in a similar direction to address the full scope of SISD products. Some of the common languages used for modelling are UML, RDF schema, OWL (Web Ontology Language), and XML. The use of a standard machine readable format enables automation in which collaborators can use an online editor to work together in the development of SBI. The output is readable for simulation implementers, instructional designers that embed the simulation objects in a course, and LMSs and SCOs that use attributes of the instruction product automatically. It enables some discoverability capabilities, and enables researchers and organizations acquiring instruction to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional strategies.

6. SEPARATION BETWEEN SIMULATION INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN AND THE UNDERLYING SIMULATION IMPLEMENTATION.
In this section we examine the relationships between instructional design and a specific simulation implementation. In the classic view of the ISD process, instruction is designed prior to the selection or design of the target platform. It is expected that the development of simulation based instruction will be performed before an actual implemented simulation solution will be selected, or even developed. In this way, the instruction product becomes a digital requirement document for simulation vendors to implement using existing, or newly developed simulations. In practice, however, instruction is often designed late in
the stage of developing the target simulation, or even when the simulation is completely built. Even in the best case, instruction is developed in parallel to the simulation and not before. Two voids in SISD contribute to this situation:

(1) Lack of general constructs and formal industry process in SISD – Although the simulation experience is well defined from the engineering / modelling / software point of view, no constructs, entities, stages, etc, are defined in a general manner from the instructional point of view. This situation forces the instructional designers to describe the instructional interaction in terms of the model / software of the underlying simulation implementation, rather than separate from the simulation. Take the model away, and the designers are left with little or nothing to describe the interaction. Describing the interaction in term of the simulation model is a process that results in the loss of instructional planning: The instructional designers “author” their design to the simulation using editors. These editors are pedagogically neutral, and as such, they may not guarantee that a pedagogically sound instructional design is maintained while transformed from hard copies to a simulation ISD documents. They also do not maintain any instructional metadata content that explains the interaction in terms of the instructional design (in terms of objectives, level of performance, prerequisites, etc).

(2) Lack of a formal way to communicate about instructional design between instructional designers and simulation implementers - In order to develop simulations, instructional designers have to use implementation specific proprietary tools to edit and author the simulation interactions. These tools use constructs that are local in nature and that are specific to the model of the underlying implementation.

Both the above causes demonstrate that there is no general purpose model process or standard to describe SBI at different levels of abstraction. It is our view that the SBI industry experience is mature enough to close this gap, which is an outcome of the distributed nature of the industry. This gap shows the importance of the concept we refer to as “instruction separation.” Instruction separation is a concept stating that SISD should be conducted separately from any specific simulation implementation, and that the linkage between the instruction and a target simulation should be done (at least potentially) at a later stage of the design. We expect the instruction separation to take SBI to another level in the following ways:

(1) As the instruction is independent from any specific implementation of simulation, it can be reused as a new simulation implementation or technology is introduced. It can also be used with different simulations having different level of fidelity and different costs.

(2) Instruction separation can help to promote outsourcing of the instructional development separately from the producer/vendor of the simulation. It will support inter-organization cooperation enabling organizations with instructional expertise to develop instruction in collaboration with organizations having expertise in simulation.

(3) Instruction separation promotes the development of industry standards and shared constructs for SISD. It enables the emergence of general purpose practices in designing SBI with varying level of abstraction, independently from a target simulation implementation or model.

(4) The availability of such general purpose standards enables the development and use of editors to assist designers in developing instructional design for simulation.

(5) The outcome of this design can be formalized in a machine readable way to promote automatic or semi-automatic implementation of designs by simulation vendors.
The two processes are independent and not time constrained.

In Figures 3 and 4 we compare the process of developing instruction for simulation with and without instruction separation.

(1) Developing instruction without instruction separation requires time synchronization between the engineering process and the instructional design process. In an optimized setting they would work in parallel and enhance the design as they go along, linking the development of instruction to the development of the simulation model. As the instruction team is relying on the model of the underlying simulation, much of the instructional design is done without actual tools to conceptualize the design at a higher level, so only work intensive methods are available. As the process progresses from design to implementation, there is a higher reliance on the specific implementation model. Although design tools and methodologies can be borrowed from the engineering world, (such as the use of UML and automated UML tools) these tools are geared to support engineering and systems needs and not instructional needs which are different and independent. At a late stage of development, the instructional team receives an import tool from the engineering team, which enables the instructional team to hardcode their design into the simulation. These tools are effective to the extent of executing the design, but they maintain only a runnable version of the design without the instruction associated with it. Accordingly, the instruction embedded in the simulation cannot be extracted out of it back to an abstract representation for reuse or revaluation. The instructional design product cannot be reused in this case, and may be lost in the transition to the simulation.
(2) Using the instruction separation methodology, the engineering and instructional development can be independent processes, both in time and in hosting organization. In this scenario, the instructional design team develops instruction using instruction-specific methodologies. As these methodologies are general in nature and can apply to any instruction, automated tools can be used to author this design, whether or not it includes simulation. These tools support different levels of abstraction in the description of the target interactions to be used at different stages of the design. These tools are ontology-based and pedagogically rich. The output of these tools is a package, written according to an industry standard that describes the interaction. The engineering team is involved at the later stages of simulation development. The engineering team can use a “plug-in” technology to support the automatic import of the instruction package, and the automatic or semi-automatic conversion to a run time package.

7. THE USE OF EDITORS TO ASSIST INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNERS IN DEVELOPING SIMULATION ACTIVITIES.

As described above, one of the outcomes of instruction separation is the availability of general purpose SISD editors.

The emerging complexity of both simulation models and simulation software that implements these models reflects the instructional design itself, which has to account for more attributes and target systems that are non linear, and sometimes less deterministic than in other forms of instruction. Accordingly, the use of “manual” means to perform SISD becomes more difficult and less effective. An automated editor is very useful in guiding the design team through the process and maintaining required attributes, objectives, knowledge items etc.

The editors have two parallel objectives. From the instructional side they implement a specific SISD model and assist instructional designers who develop SBI to follow the model and to develop the instruction accordingly. From the infrastructure point of view, the editors are a common formal way of communicating between the instructional design team and the engineering team. As such, it ensures that the instructional design is developed in a way that is supported by simulation, and that engineering team implements the design without disturbing the instructional features to be embedded in it.

These editors will leverage the SISD model, as the one described in section 5 that will be developed as a community effort. The editor is a design tool to assist instructional designers to develop SBI. As such, this is an instructional tool at its core and not an engineering tool. Its output is not a simulation but a description of the learning experience to be represented in the design and implementation of a SBI instance. It is different than other editors (e.g. Macromedia) as it caters to a specialized instruction delivery platform (Simulation) that is fundamentally different from other more standard delivery platforms (e.g. Web media). One of the main objectives of the editor is to maintain the pedagogic instructional design information embedded in the target training packages. Current editors that edit regular web based instruction, and specifically SCORM instruction do not maintain pedagogic information in the target training package. This leaves the target training package with no metadata regarding the instructional or pedagogic context in which it should be used, and severely limits the ability of instructional designers to search for this package in repositories or to make a sound decision about whether or how to embed specific content within a course of study. In SBI, the need to maintain the pedagogic content is more important, because compared to other WBT, it is more difficult to extract the pedagogic data by “seeing” the interaction (See Figure 5).
The following are some of the characteristics that this type of editor should support:

1. Multiple levels of abstraction – As the design is generally done by many people at different levels with different responsibilities, the editor should promote consistency as work is performed, sometimes simultaneously, at different levels. This consistency is difficult to achieve in a static, environment where requirements and specifications exist only as documents. With an editor, however, changes at one level of abstraction can be reflected throughout the design and implementation process. Furthermore, the process can be treated as one with a continuum of activities rather than as a process with discrete steps.

2. Breakdown of the instruction to discrete “drills” – The editor should enable users to break down the instruction to be delivered into discrete interactions and to map objectives as well as target knowledge and skills to each interaction.

3. Separation and management of formative “drills”, assessment drills, and remedial drills. – The editor should be able to help the instructor subtype interactions from core interactions to ones that focus on practice, assessment remediation, etc. It should support the tools to assist the instructional designer to describe the interactions as well as how to assemble them when an activity relies on previous performance.

4. Accountability for product delivery in the context of online instruction and SCORM – As described in section 3 of this paper, we focus here on SBI in the context of SCORM or its successors as a delivery platform. The editor should provide assurance that the SBI package conforms to the delivery standard (SCORM) and that its design will enable SCORM-conforming instruction that also has other types of media which may also have some control over the simulation, and the ability to query for the state of the simulation or some performance measures.

5. Visual Script utility for design of a time breakdown of drill stages and events – At a later stage of development, a visual editor should enable the instructor to plan the simulation on a semantic timeline. In this editor the instructional designers can edit and link simulation events to instruction requirements and knowledge items and align them over a timeline scale of the simulation run. Alternatively, editors can use a visual state machine as a visual metaphor for the semantic stages of a simulation the learner covers through the interaction. These and other visual editing views of the semantic design of the interaction can serve as a visual metaphor to help instructional designers conceptualize the interaction in their own terms, rather than in technical terms borrowed from an underlying simulation.
(6) Development of performance models that can easily correspond to target implementation models – As the assessment and performance models are independent from the underlying simulation model, they should explicitly be expressed using the editor, and linked to event attributes and values, in a target underlying model.

(7) Development of templates for “standard” reoccurring designs for fast development – The development process using this editor is comprehensive and time consuming. It is expected that for specific classes of simulations, there will emerge some repeating patterns of SBI that will enable rapid development of instruction. The availability of these classes can facilitate developing templates for design instead of developing each instance from scratch.

8. BUSINESS VIEW OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

One of the lessons learned from open standard attempts such as SCORM is that these standards have to reside in the context of a business model that will create incentives for both vendors and consumers to participate within the shared infrastructure. The following are components that support this goal:

Instruction separation – As described above, instruction separation separates the instructional design of simulation from a specific implementation. This separation shuffles the business setting for development of instruction, as it facilitates taking instructional design out of the host organization, the simulation vendor. It also creates a balance in which good instruction does not rely on a single simulation, as it can be implemented using more than one simulation instance. We envision new business relationships and dynamics in the design of instruction: (1) DoD (for example) can develop specifications for instruction, and call for both instructional design vendors and simulation vendors to bid for implementing the two different components. (2) A vendor of instructional content can write simulation instruction and have a target client choose which one of many simulations to use. (3) An engineering company and a content provider can form an alliance for developing simulation and instruction, using the previously described infrastructure as a communication / collaboration medium. Accordingly, a trend in specialization may follow in which simulation vendors will focus on the engineering component, and content and instructional design firms will focus on the instruction.

Reuse – As the cost of developing instruction is significantly lower than the cost of building simulation systems, there is a strong need to reuse instruction for multiple uses and over different simulation platforms. This design is a way to extend the utility of existing or multi-purpose simulations without extending the development of simulation systems specifically for instruction. We see reuse in different context here: The same instruction can be used with different simulation implementations; the instruction can be reused when a simulation is upgraded to a later version, or when instruction or objectives are revised; and existing instruction packages can be changed easily. Instruction can be shared, used, and launched through common sharing and delivery infrastructures as a SCORM LMS and a CORDRA or other repository.

Open standard – The use of an open standard for both the SISD process as well as for the format of the output package introduces more players to compete on providing excellent instruction using current simulations, or excellent simulations within existing instruction. The availability of a standard which describes how to package instruction electronically enables an easy separation between authoring organizations and simulation vendors. The joint development of such a standard across interested parties in the military, academia and private sector will enhance the potential quality, robustness and effectiveness of the target model.

Web based delivery system – The recent advancement in repository standards, and more specifically the SCORM – CORDRA effort enables publishers to expose their instruction products in a searchable and
retrievable manner. These repositories are not only a place for clients to find and use simulation training packages; they are also a provide a marketplace for simulation vendors and instruction developers to join. In this marketplace, organizations can “implement” instructional packages for their platform and create instruction or extend instruction for existing implementations.

Putting it all together – As described in Figure 6, the integration of the above features creates a flexible market, in which both suppliers of SBI and suppliers of simulations load their products (instruction package or stub to the simulation) on public repositories. Both simulation stubs and training packages are searchable using the standard CORDRA search and retrieve mechanism. This availability enables both instruction and simulation vendors to initiate a linkage of instruction and simulation. Potential users can access linked / unlinked content for use and acquisition (purchase or license, or whatever business rules are applied). We see this basic infrastructure as an opportunity for the development of other services and products that will enhance the mobility and interoperability of both simulation implementations and training packages.

**Figure 6: Business view, putting it all together**
9. **ACTIVITIES THAT HAVE TO BE DONE TO MOVE THIS MODEL FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE.**

As described above, we see the standards community generating two cooperating parallel efforts: simulation infrastructure, and instructional design. As an infrastructure effort is already taking place, there is an emerging need to spawn the instructional design standardization effort. Although this effort will be open to the public, it is expected that the main participants will be potential clients and authors of content. We expect interest to come from military clients, vendors of instructional design services and content, simulation developers, and organizations such as ADL. The tasks of such a community effort would be:

1. Perform a field study and literature review of current practices.
3. Perform a needs assessment for the instructional integration of simulation experiences in the context of SCORM delivery.
4. Formalize the instructional design process, ontology, collaboration model and product representation format of SISD.
5. Describe interrelationships between other emerging standards such as SCORM, LOM, technical SCORM-Simulation interoperability standards, repositories and others.
6. Perform pilot tests and demonstrations using the developed standard in a variety of use cases.
7. Encourage private sector development of tools to support automation in implementing the standard.

10. **CONCLUSIONS**

Intelligent Automation, Inc. has been actively involved in various activities related to both simulation and emerging standards that support automation of developing and delivering instruction both in the context of online delivery of instruction, and delivery of innovative instruction through simulation. We have participated in the integration of joint efforts between government organizations such as ADL, and private industry, which have proven to be effective in promoting innovation and testing of new instructional standard initiatives. Such initiatives combine three resources: The clients and their requirements are represented by the government and its branches, vendors of instruction and content are represented and share their view of current practices in development. Research companies and academics provide a rich mix of relevant theory, innovative approaches and development environments to explore and experiment with them. Although currently related standardization efforts are performed by clearly differentiated groups such as SCORM, S1000D, HLA and CORDRA, there is an underlying trend toward integrating these standards under some unified concepts and practices.
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Who is Intelligent Automation, Inc (IAI)?

- R&D-oriented small business, DoD contractor
- Specialize in simulation (especially distributed simulation) and education and training technology
  - Focus on state-of-the-art instructional design
  - Training capabilities integrating web-based training and instruction with simulation, games, technical documentation
  - Infrastructures to support integrated solutions
    - Cybele (open-source distributed simulation infrastructure)
    - SITA (HLA simulation and SCORM instruction)
    - S1000D-SCORM Testbed
  - Integration of approaches using technical standards
    - (HLA, SCORM, CORDRA, S1000D)
Motivation

- Rapid development of Simulation Based Instruction (SBI)
- Managing the full lifecycle of SBI in a distributed open environment
- Unification of instructional design standards across the simulation industry
- Enabling reusability of SBI
- Making SBI constructs available in a digital readable format for run time enhancements through Learning Management Systems
- A new class of “pedagogically aware” editors
Problem description

Current configuration of the ADDIE model does not match the needs of development of SBI:

- **Organizational** – ISD is considered late in a project
- **Structure** – The sequential nature of ADDIE model is less appropriate for SBI
- **Implementation focused** – ISD is linked to a specific implementation
ADDIE Model of Instructional System Design (ISD)

- Analyze
- Design
- Develop
- Implement
- Evaluate
Technical vs. instructional view of distributed SBI

**Technical**
- Deliver SBI through web based infrastructure, addressing issues such as
  - control
  - security
  - network
  - bandwidth
  - hardware and software requirements

**Instructional**
- Integrate SBI into the development lifecycle of simulation.
- Support for embedding simulation and instruction together while maintaining pedagogic integrity.
- Use of industry wide pedagogical constructs in the development delivery and assessment of SBI
Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL)

Shareable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM)
- Metadata
- Runtime Environment
- Content Packaging
- Sequencing Rules
- LMS

Goals: Interoperability, Reusability, ROI

Content Object Registration, Discovery, Resolution and Access (CORDRA)

Federated repositories, registries, storing, search and retrieval
Introduction to Standards-based Distributed Learning and Content Repositories

- Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL)
- Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM)
- Content Object Repository Discovery, Registration Architecture (CORDRA)
- Sharable Content Object (SCO)
- Learning Management System (LMS)
Introduction to Standards-based Distributed Learning and Content Repositories

CORDRA

- A formal (ADL) model that can be used to design federations of repositories
- CORDRA, enable discovery of content stored in federation(s) of distributed repositories
- Content may be SCORM content or other
Introduction to SCORM and Repositories

Repositories

Repositories are used to store search and retrieve digital information.

Currently there is no standard for implementation of repositories.

Repositories are accessed in a uniform way through CORDRA specification.
CORDRA triangle

- Content
- Delivery
- Discovery
- Retrieval
- Identification
- Location
- Registry
- Repository
Instructional requirements for an infrastructure solution

- Encapsulation of SBI experience in a SCO-like object
- Creation/availability of instructional/pedagogic metadata for SBI
- Methodology to break the learning experience into atomic “stages” analogous to SCOs
- New definition of a SCO
- Conflicting controller issues
- Repository compatibility
- Parallel execution of SCOs
The need for formal instructional design method for SBI

1. to communicate across participating organizations
The need for formal instructional design method for SBI

1. Instructional Designer designs/specifies simulation
2. Engineer/computer scientist/simulation vendor implements
3. Owner stores training and simulation and related metadata in a repository
4. Course writers search and discover simulation and relevant SCOs
5. Course writers package simulation in a course
6. SBI course launched by LMS for a specific user
7. Acquirer evaluates SBI course/component effectiveness
8. Simulation and other components revised

Simulation-based instruction
The need for formal instructional design method for SBI

Potential users of a SCO

- Instructional designer (Author)
- Publisher (Publish in repositories)
- Software developer (Implement software components)
- Course integrators (Search in Repository and sequence in a course)
- LMS launches, uses metadata, API for sequencing
- Researcher (Compares instructional strategies against student achievement)
- Maintainer (update, upgrade)
- **LEARNERS**
The need for formal instructional design method for SBI

2. to increase design quality
The need for formal instructional design for simulation

3. to automate instructional design process
The need for formal instructional design method for SBI

4. to share knowledge about effective learning designs
The need for formal instructional design method for SBI

5. to promote adaptation and learning support for SBI in new environments/context
The need for formal instructional design method for SBI

6. to promote reuse and improvements
Sequencing and pedagogy

- Sequencing of SCOs should address *flow of content* but also a *coherent pedagogical strategy*.

- Course authors can learn about strategies using *pedagogical metadata*.

- This principle holds for SBI as well as for routine instruction.
Pedagogical metadata

- A preliminary requirements for reuse
- Enables consistency over parts of a course
- Assists instructional designers
  - match a simulation training package to a course
  - use an existing simulation effectively
  - Consider how a simulation could be used in another context (within another training package)
The separation principle

Instructional design for simulation should be an independent discipline from the simulation design process:

- Independence of development process
- Independence of underlying models
- Independence of specific implementation
Model independence

Instruction and student model (learning principles) <-> Simulation Model (engineering principles)
Four elements of instructional design for SBI

SBI Instructional Design

- Collaboration model
- Ontology
- Process
- Product representation
The simulation community has recognized the need for an ontology to be used uniformly across different simulations. The use of an ontology for SBI is also needed, distinct from the simulation ontology. Such a domain ontology describes building blocks and their relationships: task, performance, scene, event, stage, action, difficulty, etc. The availability of an ontology is a prerequisite to authoring an instructional package or any pedagogical metadata.
Element 2: Process

- The ADDIE model for ISD was developed for settings different than SBI.
- A new process has to evolve to facilitate rapid development of SBI.
- The SBI instructional design process should represent best practices in the industry.
- A top down approach should form the base for development.
- Over time, move to more parallel development involving multiple developers working on interrelated concepts.
- High reliance on ontology constructs for description of the inputs and outputs of the development process.
- Process should include a diverse set of users (designers/developers) with different descriptions of tasks and skills.
Element 2: Process (Cont)

Task analysis
Drill selection
Setting design
Scene population
Assessment
Evaluation
Element 3: Collaboration Model

- Collaboration model describes the tasks involved in the instructional design for simulation and their relationships.
- Contains rich types of collaborators and their tasks (instructional designers, SMEs, engineers, managers, etc).
- Tasks of collaborators are integrated into the process element. Inputs and products of each collaborator are presented according to the accepted ontology.
Element 4: Packaging

Metadata standard describes:

- Instructional objectives
- Scenarios
- Student model
- Performance model
- Time breakdown of semantic stages
Automation of the development process

- Requirements for editors and collaboration tools
  - Multiple levels of abstraction
  - Breakdown of the instruction to discrete “drills”
    - formative drills
    - assessment drills
    - remedial drills
  - Time management
  - Performance models
  - Templates for “standard” reoccurring designs
Call for action

- Research on best practices in instructional design for SBI
- Address instructional design in solicitations for SBI
- Increase transparency of instructional design practices using simulation
- Industry and Academia to address the topic in writing
- All participate in relevant forums
Contact Us

- Intelligent Automation, Inc.
  - http://www.i-a-i.com
  - http://www.opencybele.org

Dr. Jacqueline Haynes
jhaynes@i-a-i.com
+301 294 5260

Mr. Ohad Bukai
obukai@i-a-i.com
+301 294 5259

Booth at I/ITSEC 2006
Relevant initiatives and Information

- ADL and SCORM
- ADL and Registries
- ADL and repositories
- SISO SCORM-Sim Study Group
  SCORM - Simulation Interface Standards
  [http://www.sisostds.org](http://www.sisostds.org)
- [http://www.i-a-i.com](http://www.i-a-i.com)